DigiSelect

DigiSelect
A show management system
that provides on-demand
access to all your digital
audio, lighting & effects right
at you fingertips.

What our clients are saying
about DigiSelect:
"Best show management system I've
ever used. The wireless remote
makes it easy to recall my music and
light settings at a moment’s notice"
Robert Berry - Professional stage
Magician & Hypnotist
Ratical new technologies
from Interfaze Technologies
I used DigiSelect in my first show
last night and it worked like a
dream!
It's
easy-to-use
and
brilliantly effective! I love it!
Adam Milgate - Just Add Magic Pty
Ltd - Australia

www.interfazeit.com

The Digital Effects Selector
Show Management System

sales@interfaze.com
Interfaze Technologies

www.interfazeit.com
Visit our website for more
information and a
15-day Free Trial!!!

A consulting company
with the ingenuity to create world
class solutions while ensuring
customer satisfaction every time!
www.interfazeit.com

DigiSelect

Show Management System

The Digital Effects Selector

Why DigiSelect?
DigiSelect enables you to create Playlist that
control your digital audio clips, video, DMX light and
effects and recall them on-demand.
DigiSelect provides a large on screen display to
see queued and playing scenes from across the
stage.

DigiSelect provides you on-demand
access to all your stage show digital
effects right at your fingertips, with
instant recall to audio clips, video,
DMX lighting and effects. Create
hundreds of Playlist that can be
recalled at any time and use a pocket
remote for full show automation and a
perfect show every time.

DigiSelect gives you the ability to create as many
Playlists as desired for instant playback when
required.
DigiSelect controls your DMX stage lighting &
effects using a 90-channel fader with 30 Scene
memory capabilities and fast & slow transitions.
DigiSelect runs on your own PC and offers full
control using a small PC Media Remote. (Not included)

Other similar tools can cost
thousands of dollars and offer much
less but DigiSelect offers a low cost
solution to provide you peace of mind
and audience satisfaction at show
time. Now you can see for your self
with a 15 day free trial offer.

Free upgrades on all minor releases
are offered to all DigiSelect licensed
users.
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Give it a try
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DigiSelect Player

DigiDMX 90 Channel DMX Controller

DigiSelect Features


Instant access to audio, lighting and
effects scene changes



Unlimited playlist for all your show
requirements



Fade-on-Stop, Fade-on-Pause
Fade-on-Next functionality



Color coded DMX lighting descriptions



Fast or slow DMX lighting transitions



Single button press to advance to next
scene



Includes DigiSpot for simple spotlight
control



Wireless remote capability to control
Volume, Lighting, Play, Pause, Stop,
Next & Previous
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